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A new report by Counterpoint Research has compiled a ranking of Android phone manufacturers for their ability to provide updates. The report looked at the brand's phones sold in conjunction with the third quarter of 2018, and then checked whether the devices were running Android Pie or the update was pushed out.
The tracking firm found that only about a quarter of the best Android phones sold during this period were launched by Android Pie.Unsurprisingly, Nokia phones were the best performer according to Counterpoint research, with nearly 96 percent of all their phones sold since the third quarter of 2018 offering Android Pie.
The other five leaders were samsung (89 percent), Xiaomi (84 percent), Huawei (82 percent) and Lenovo (43 percent). Counterpoint Research Despite the huge gap between Lenovo and the rest of the top five, Counterpoint praised the firm for its ability to deliver Android updates nonetheless. He noted that the above
graphic took the new phone launches into account as well, and the likes of Samsung have delivered more new phones than Lenovo during this period. When it comes to the actual time, delayed to update old devices for Android Pie, Nokia has been ahead here too. HMD Global covered 94 percent of its portfolio in 12
months. The Finnish brand is followed by Xiaomi (62 percent upgraded in 12 months), Lenovo (52 percent), Huawei (40 percent), Vivo (28 percent) and Samsung (23 percent). The tracking firm specifically called on Alcatel and Tecno to lag behind other manufacturers in terms of Android updates. Check out the graphic
below for a better idea of how manufacturers stack up. Peter Richardson, director of research at Counterpoint Research Counterpoint, stressed the importance of Android updates, but also noted that this is not one of the main features that worries consumers. Operating system and security updates are one aspect of
Android smartphones that receive relatively little attention. In our industry research experience, we've seen several brands focusing on this, explained Richardson. And perhaps because manufacturers don't talk about it, consumer awareness is also low. It doesn't appear among the ten features consumers say they care
about most, in our research. A Counterpoint spokesperson noted that leading brands do little to regularly update features and security. He added that features such as battery life, camera and other aspects are related to operating system performance. After all, you can improve battery life, image quality, and overall
responsiveness with updates. Do you take Android updates into account before buying a smartphone? Let us know in the comments! Before HMD Global introduced the Nokia 8, 6 was the highest spec'd smartphone from the company, a company that describes itself as a startup but which carries the strong legacy of the
Nokia brand. It was one of three three Android smartphones (along with Nokia 3 and Nokia 5) are first launched by the company. The Nokia 6 is essentially a mid-range smartphone that aims to offer a great Android experience instead of competing on the specs sheet. Since it was first unveiled at MWC 2017 in February
- but only went on sale in the second half of the year - the insides are a bit off compared to what's still on the shelves at the moment. Does the Nokia 6 deliver on its promise of a capable mid-ranger with a clean and up-to-date Android experience? Let's find out! DesignLet get this out of the way: The Nokia 6 looks
brilliant. It is probably the most promising Android smartphone in its price range, revealing in a sea of similar-looking smartphones. The design elements even resemble some of the devices in Nokia's old Lumia portfolio. It looks blocky, as the edges are tapered rather than curved. At 7.85mm and weighing 169 grams, it's
not the thinnest or lightest phone out there, but it looks very premium and feels solid when you hold it in your hand. Shredded from one part of the 6000 series aluminum, the Nokia 6 feels like it's built to the last. At the back, there is a familiar vertical Nokia branding. The matte finish looks slick, and the smartphone
doesn't pick up fingerprints easily. The camera is placed in a chrome body, and it slightly protrudes from the body. It doesn't look bad, but it does make the phone fluctuate when placed on a flat surface. Overall, the Nokia 6 looks like a very premium smartphone with build quality, giving you the confidence that it can
withstand the rigors of everyday use. DisplayThe 5.5-inch Full HD (1920 x 1080) IPS LCD display on the Nokia 6 adds to the smartphone's premium look. There's a 2.5D curved glass on top with Corning Gorilla Glass protection. There's also a polarizer layer on the display that works like a filter to reduce glare and
reflection from glass while improving the readability of sunlight. Even in harsh sunlight, the brightness is adequate, although there is no problem in using the phone outdoors. The display offers decent brightness in general, and the color reproduction is great. The images and text look clear, but the contrast is slightly lower
than we would like. The viewing angles are just fine though. PerformanceThe Nokia 6 has a modest sheet of specifications, especially compared to other smartphones in its price segment - and some at even lower. The Snapdragon 430 processor isn't a workhorse, but it's not a slouch either. 3GB of RAM is good enough
for most people, and the Nokia 6 powers through everyday tasks without slackening. In most cases, the Nokia 6 is actually better than other phones powered by the Snapdragon 430 chipset. However, if you push it a bit, the phone's limitations are obvious. There is some lag when switching between apps multitasking is
widespread. However, the game's performance is all right and there is no stuttering during the game of schedule-intensive games. They take a few seconds extra to run, however. There's 32GB of internal storage that can be extended to 128GB using the microSD card. This should work for most people if you are not a
multimedia drive and need a device with 64GB of memory on board. Nokia 6 packs in an unremarkable 3000 mAh battery - I wasn't expecting any special endurance from it, but the smartphone could easily last a full day and then some. The only downside here is that there is no fast charging, and the phone takes more
than two hours to go from zero to 100% battery life. Nokia 6 sports Dolby Atmos sound boost that offers loud and clear sound. The difference is quite obvious if you turn it on or off and it's actually quite impressive. One critical but often ignored area is where the Nokia 6 surpasses the latch on cellular networks. Even in
weak places where some other phones have struggled, the Nokia 6 will keep the network bars on fire. The home button hardware on the front doubles as a fingerprint scanner as well. While fingerprint authentication works flawlessly, it is awkwardly placed to the very bottom edge of the phone. It's not a deal breaker, but
it takes a while to get used to. The Nokia 6 includes a hybrid tray, so you can use either two Nano SIM cards, or one SIM and microSD cards. It uses micro-USB to charge instead of a new USB-C port, which is a bit disappointing. The CameraThe Nokia 6 sports a 16 MP rear camera with a size of 1.0 m pixels and a f/2.0
aperture, along with a dual LED flash. As expected, he manages to take good photos in daylight with a high level of detail. The contrast is great and the photos come out sharp. But the colors lack hitting and more muted than what I would like. In low light conditions, the details suffer, and the experience is below par. In
the absence of a light source, some of the shots will just come out black. With the autofocus detection phase, the camera is quick to capture the focus, although it takes some time for the images to be captured and saved. The 8 MP front-facing camera does a good job with selfies in good lighting conditions, but not so
great in low light conditions. HDR mode is quite dramatic and inconsistent, and the photos take some time to process. Panorma mode though is very good. The details are great, and sew flawlessly in most cases. While the camera app is pretty simple, there are convenient features such as level and compass, along with
manual mode that allows you to adjust the measurement mode, white balance, exposure and so on. Nokia 6 1080p/30fps video. There's nothing exceptional about it, but the video manages to capture a nice contrast and bright colors, which is a bit strange considering the colors in the photos can be muted. Overall, the
Nokia 6 has a decent camera, but not the best in the business in its price segment. My main problem with the camera was the performance discrepancy. As a Nokia offer, I was hoping for a better image experience. However, software updates during my experience with the device have certainly improved camera
performance. SoftwareIn its grandiose comeback, Nokia's main move focused on clean and up to now Android. With Android 7.1.1. Nougating out of the box, the company promises regular and timely Android updates. And it looks like HMD Global is not waning, with updates coming through during my review period. The
company also promised an Android Oreo update for the entire Nokia lineup. One note for purists: There are custom icons on board. There are also several pre-loaded apps such as Amazon and a whole set of Google apps, including Photos, which is the default app for photos on Nokia 6. There's a Google assistant too.
The phone lets you do things with supported apps by simply simply tapping the launcher icons for a long time. As with Android Nougat, there is a split-screen mode, although two simultaneous apps can only open as two equal halves, without the possibility of their size. Specs Nokia 6Display5.5-inch IPS LCD 1920 x 1080
resolution 403 ppiProcessorOcta-core qualcomm Snapdragon 430GPUAdreno 505RAM3 GBInternal Storage32 GB Expandable to 128 GB with microSD cardCamerasRear: 16 MP sensor with diaphragm Dual LED Flash Front: 8 MP sensor with f/2.0 apertureBattery3,000 mAh Unbran fast charge 3.0SoftwareAndroid
7.1. 1 NugaDimensions and weight154 x 75.8 x 7.9 mm 169g GalleryPricing and the final thoughtThe Nokia 6 is a good enough device for many people, But not for everyone. The Nokia 6 is a controversial device. There's a lot like about it, especially its premium design and solid build quality, but it's only the average
performer. It feels inadequate, especially for what many power users will expect. For them, there are more efficient smartphones on the market available in the same price segment. The camera is unfortunately pretty incompatible too. I liked it initially, but some of the sample shots were disappointing. At ₹ 14,999 ($231)
in India, the Nokia 6 is slightly expensive for the internal components it packs. But a stylish and durable chassis with an Android stock can just be great for many people, especially those who aren't too fussed about high performance and premium photography. It's unfortunate there are a few misses here and there that
keep this device from the overall all-round package that I would like it to be. Be. will nokia 3 get android 10 update. nokia 3 android 10 update date
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